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 A walkthrough will be provided for the following fixes. Elvui's guide Game Fixes The only way to get these fixed is to edit the
file yourself. The OGRE.ini will have a comment about the fix at the start and if there is one in the game. Most fixes are near

the end of the section. It's always a good idea to backup your save games before editing as you may lose your progress if things
go wrong. It is also recommended to use the Repair function in game before editing as it will delete some of the game files to
make sure it's a clean install. My fixes If you need some help installing the fixes please check out the AOE Patch and AOE

Installer for Morrowind. 1. Fixed voice corruption in Riverwood for people who chose the riverwoking intro during character
creation. 2. Added missing quests in Felglow. 3. Added knowledgeable quests for Lerothi in Moonglade. 4. Fixed using teleport

on Y'si'Ra's camp. 5. Added quest to Tephalung in Daggerfall. 6. Added quest to Aduomir in the city of Nesmorth. 7. Fixed
missing dialogue text for Tolfi in Dagon and Erud in Tolfa. 8. Removed language of Cyrodiil for non English speaking people.

9. Fixed corrupted and missing quest in Ruined Keep (Derth). 10. Added quest to Uboroth in Cidon in Fungal Grotto. 11.
Added quest to Ahlim in Velothi in Velothi Hills. 12. Fixed missing quest to Wyndnaf in Maz'shaan. 13. Fixed missing quest to

Ubaroth in Ostica in the Culinar Canals. 14. Added quest to Ulban in Ruul. 15. Fixed missing quest to Erumra in Vel
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